Abstract-An approach to automatically recommending question based on user-word model is proposed. We first employ language modeling approach to map the relationship between a user and a question into the relationship between the user and words in the question. A use-word model is then designed to reveal and quantify the affinity relationship between users and words in the corpus. In the recommendation model, a new question is assigned to users based on the evaluation of question-user relationship. The user who has the strongest relationship with the question is recommended to answer the question. We also implement an incremental update model which can dynamically maintain the user-word model. 216,563 questions (spreading into 30 categories) from Yahoo! Answers are collected as dataset and preliminary experiments show our approach achieves question recommendation accuracy by 85.2%, which exceeds baseline methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The past years has seen that research into the use of question answering to provide more precise answers to users' questions emerges increasingly popular. As a consequence, more and more user interactive question answering systems have been launched in recent years, including Yahoo! Answer [1] , Ask Jeeves [2] , and Baidu Zhidao [3] . These question answering systems provide opportunities for users to post their questions as well as to answer others' questions. However, due to the complexity of the human languages, most current question answering systems have difficulty in effectively analyzing users' free text questions. As a result, how to effectively and efficiently produce recommendation emerges as an important issue to solve such problems. To response to the problems, many researchers have engaged themselves into this field. Collaborative filtering (CF) [4] is an approach to filtering patterns and information by collaborating users' feedback, history data, etc. It is widely used in the recommendation systems. Hu et al. [5] proposed a balanced question recommendation approach to recommend a new question to qualified users for user-interactive question and answering system. In their method, a user modeling method is used to evaluate the interestingness and professionality of every user thus to select qualified users for a new question. Qu et al. [6] questions to evaluate users' interests. PLSA model is used to capture the underlying topics which users cared about. They discovered that user interest and question characteristics always had closed relationship with a few latent semantics. Those latent semantics could represent the topics to which users pay more attention. Wu et al. [7] proposed an Incremental Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis for automatic question recommendation. They designed an incremental algorithm which considered users' long-term and short-term interests. They defined long-term interest as all the questions that users already asked, while short-term interest as the new questions the users asked lately. They employed a Bayesian method proposed by Chou and Chen [8] to solve the problem of online event detection. When a new question came, they would modify the relationship from the latent topics to the question and the latent topics to words of that question accordingly.
In fact, with the accumulation of a huge number of questions and answers, in some user-interactive question answering systems, users' questions cannot be answered in time. It is also time-consuming for users to find their interesting questions online. Thus, a well designed mechanism which can provide a directing recommendation service is required such that it helps find suitable users who are interested in and capable of answering questions recommended.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to solve the problem of question recommendation based on a user-word model analysis, which can help users find interesting questions and expedite the process of answering new questions. The user-word model is designed to reveal the affinity relationship between users and words in the question corpus and quantify these relationships. Affinity relationship between a user and a word is used to depict the user's preference for the word. The more the words occur in a question which the user has strong affinity relationship with, the more attention on the question the user will pay. We first trains the user-word model for every user involved by employing a supervised term weighting method to weight every word in the whole question corpus. When a new question comes, the approach calculates the relationship between users and words in the question combining with the user-word model and recommends the question to the user who has the strongest affinity relationship with the given question. We also implement an incremental update model which can dynamically maintain the user-word model when the questions are answered by users. It can help the approach to avoid re-training on the whole corpus when the user-word model is changed by users answering the question. Through such approach, our question answering approach can estimate the interests and professional areas of each user and automatically recommend the new question to eligible users.
II. THE USER-BASED QUESTION RECOMMENDATION APPROACH
The work flow of our question recommendation approach is shown in Fig. 1 , which consists of four main models: Question Recommendation Model, User-Word Model, Training Model, and Incremental Update Model. The question recommendation model is responsible for assigning a new question to qualified users to answer. The user-word model is designed to reveal the affinity relationship between users and words in the question corpus and quantify these relationships. The function of training model is responsible for training the user-word model from the whole question corpus. It evaluates the user-word model for every involved user by using supervised term weighting method to weight each word in the whole question corpus. The incremental update model is the operation to incrementally update the user-word model when questions are answered by users. This model avoids re-training on the whole corpus when the user-word model is changed by users answering the question. It thus adapts to online recommendation services for its fast processing ability. In this approach, we consider each user as a different category.Thus the problem of recommending a new question to a qualified user is changed into the classification of the question to a suitable user (the category). In a real question answering community, each user would only answer a small percentage of the whole questions. For a question, the part capturing the user's interest would be some key words. The more the words occur in a question which the user has strong affinity relationship with, the more attention to the question the user will pay and the higher possibility our approach would recommend the question to that user. Hence we use a user-word model to reveal such relationship between users and words of the questions, and then recommend a question to a user to his/her interest.
A. Language Modeling Approach
The language modeling approach [8] has been widely applied in many applications, which ranks documents by the probability of generating the query terms in their language models. This model is used to assign a likelihood to a user's query q=(q 1 , q 2 , … , q m ). If a document d prior p(d) is specified, the posteriori probability of a document is computed with the following equation.
In our work, we employ language modeling approach to calculate the relationship between users and query (i.e. question). We replace the document d with the user u and define the query q as a new question needed to be recommended. Hence we obtain equation (2) as follows.
Suppose we have a question collection C, we model the relationship between the user u and words w in the collection as follows.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where λ is a balance parameter. We employ the estimate translation models [10] for mapping a user term to the question terms. For a new question q which contains m words as w=<w 1 , w 2 , … w m >, using the translation models, we can obtain the value of p(q|u) as follows.
Hence, given a question q, we can calculate p(u|q) based on deduction of equation (2), (3), and (4). The higher value of p(u|q), the more qualified the user u to be suitable for answering the question q.
B. Term Weighting Method
In a question, different words have different importance to the question. For different users, even the same word would cause different interest to them. Thus the tradition TF-IDF method may not be satisfied with this requirement to measure the weight of a word. To differentiate users' interests to the same word, we need a method which could assign appropriate weight to the words. Hence we apply term weighting method [11] to measure the weight of the word in the corpus for different users as p(w|u). Fig. 2 . The incremental update algorithm.
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where, a is the number of questions answered by the given user who use this word; b is the number of questions answered by the user who do not use this word; c is the number of questions answered by other users who use this word; d is the number of questions answered by other users who do not use this word.
C. Incremental Update Method
When a user posts a new question or answers an existing question q, the degree of the given user's preference for the word p(w|u) is updated accordingly. The description of the incremental update algorithm is illustrated in detail, as Fig. 2 shows.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
We collect questions from Yahoo! Answers as our dataset, which contains 216,563 questions spreading into 30 categories. The number of questions in each category varies from 3,659 to 9,500. Each question answered by at least 3 users. After the removal of stop words, each word is stemmed into its root form. The questions which contains too less words are filtered, i.e. "what time?" since such questions are meaningless for question recommendation.
A. Performance Metric
In order to evaluate the result of our question recommendation, we use 108,282 questions, half of the datasets, as the training dataset to train the user-word model. After that, we choose the remaining question as testing dataset to evaluate the performance of question recommendation. All questions in the testing dataset are already answered by the users.
The evaluation is based on correct recommendations over all recommendations, in which a correct recommendation is defined as: a given question is recommended to the user who has already answered the question before. We use the accuracy rate to quantify its performance, which is defined as follows:
where, N C is the number of the questions which are correctly recommended; N is the total number of the questions we tested in the experiments. Our method's accuracy rate of question recommendation is 85.2%. Fig. 3 . Accuracy rate are evaluated with different λ.
B. Empirical Parameters Training
In this experiment, we tune the parameter λ, required in equation (3), to find optimal values so as to achieve maximum average accuracy rate in question recommendation. 108,281 questions in the testing dataset are applied using different values of λ from 0.1 to 0.9.
As the Fig. 3 shows, as λ is increased, the recommendation accuracy increases accordingly. When λ equals to 0.6, the accuracy rate obtains its maximized value. The finding suggests that considering the users' preference for words help improve the recommendation accuracy. The higher the value λ is, the more attention the approach pays to user's preference for the words. However, excessively depending on the users' reference for words would not help enhance the performance of the question recommendation. On the contrary, the recommendation accuracy is dramatically decreased as we can see from the figure when λ is set at 0.8 and 0.9. We conclude that our method provides the best performance with λ= 0.6, where the accuracy rate is 85.2%.
C. Comparison with Balanced Question Recommendation
We also compare our method with a balanced question recommendation mechanism for user-interactive QA system proposed by [5] in terms of performance. Hu's method first calculated the interestingness and professionality of each user and then selected the most qualified user for the given question.
Experimental results, as shown in Table 1 , display that our method has a higher accuracy even on a much larger dataset. The accuracy of our method in question recommendation is improved by 4.4% compared with that of Hu's method. Hence our method has more advantages over Hu's method in overall performance. In this paper, we presented a fast user-based question recommendation for question answering system. We designed a user-word model to reveal the affinity relationship between users and words of the questions, and then recommended a question to a user to his/her interest. 216,563 questions were used in the experiment and the accuracy rate of our method's recommendation reached 85.2%. It can satisfy the need of online recommendation for the question answering system. In the future, we will intend to investigate and evaluate more accurate and compatible method to evaluate the user model analysis in the question recommendation thus to further improve the overall performance of the proposed method. We will also explore more useful factors such as the users' reputation, degree of activeness, and the quality of users' answers to improve the accuracy of the question recommendation approach.
